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Lesson 6 solve proportional relationships
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pdfDownload File Деякі функції Word не вадобрацаться в Google Документац. Яќо ви внесете зміни, налаштування циц цункцій буде скинуто.Докладніше Represent proportional relationships in graphics. 7.RP. (in English) A.2 — To recognize and represent proportional relationships
between quantities. 7.RP. (in English) A.2.A — Decide if there are two quantities in a proportional relationship, for example, by testing equivalent proportions in a table or grafting in a coordinate plane and observing whether the graph is a straight line through the source. 7.RP. (in English)
A.2.D — Explain what point (x, y) in the graph of a proportional relationship means with regard to the situation, with special attention to the points (0, 0) and (1, r) where the unit rate is located. Graph a proportional relationship in a coordinate plane using a value table. Identify the key
characteristics of the chart in a proportional relationship: a straight line that passes through the source. Understand the graph of a proportional relationship to represent the set of equivalent proportions of the two amounts, represented as coordinate points. Interpret the coordinate point
$$(x,y)$$ in terms of the context of the situation. Lessons 6 and 7 focus on representing proportional relationships in the coordinate plane. Students may need to review concepts and skills around the coordinate plan in order to fully access this lesson. The following materials are used or
would be useful in this lesson: graphic paper, rules. If you need to adapt or shorten this lesson for distance learning, we suggest prioritizing anchor problem 1 (benefits of discussion) and anchor problem 2 (benefits of example worked). Find more guidance on adapting our mathematical
curriculum for distance learning here. An amusement park sells tickets that can be used to go on walks and play. The cost of tickets is proportional to the number of tickets purchased. The following table shows tickets can be purchased for different amounts of money. # of Cost ($) 2 3 4 6 6
9 8 12 10 15 Relationship chart in a coordinate plan. What characteristics do you observe on the graph of a proportional relationship? Below is a graph that models the amount of sugar needed to make grandma's chocolate special cookies. Record the coordinate points of the chart. What do
these neat pairs represent? Grandma has 1 cup of sugar remaining. How many dozens of cookies will you be able to make? Draws the point of the previous chart. How many dozens of cookies can Grandma make if she doesn't have sugar? Can you graph this in the coordinate plan line
above? What do we call this point? The following resources include problems and activities aligned with the lesson goal that can be used to create your own set of problems. Include previous skill review problems such as grafting coordinate points in the coordinate plane, determine and
configure appropriate scale ranges, name coordinate points in the coordinate plan, distinguish between $$x$ye axis points and those of $$y$axis, etc. It includes problems where students receive a value table and are asked to represent the relationship in a chart. Include problems where
students receive a graph of a proportional relationship and must write a value table to accompany it. It includes problems where students interpret coordinate points $$(x,y)$$ from both graphics and table art tables Illustrative Mathematics, Variation 1 The graph below shows the relationship
between the cost of gasoline and the number of gallons of gasoline purchased at a gas station. Is the cost of petrol proportional to the amount of petrol purchased? Explain how you know it with the chart. How many gallons of gasoline can you buy with $15? How much can you expect to pay
for 3 gallons of gasoline? What are the coordinates of point P, shown in the graph? Describe what point P means in the context of the situation. Create an account or sign in to see the master response by loading the empty layer. Empty layer. Empty layer. Empty layer. Empty layer. Empty
layer. Empty layer. Empty layer. Empty layer. Empty layer.39 Teachers like this lesson Printing lessons Students will be able to distinguish between proportional and non-proportive relationships. You've heard of moving at a steady speed or doing something at a steady pace - but did you
know it was a proportional relationship? Opening: As students enter the room, they will immediately pick up and start work on the opening. Strategy Instruction - Process for Openers This method of working and reviewing the opener lends imself to allowing students to build viable arguments
and criticize the reasoning of others, which is mathematical practice 3. Learning objective: After completing the opening, I will address the objectives of the day to students. In today's lesson, the intended goal is: I can distinguish proportional and non-pro-sports relationships. Students will
joke about the learning goal on their agendas (our version of a student planner, there is a place to write the learning goal for each day). Thoughts of me! This lesson requires students to seek repeated reasoning, which will help them determine whether a relationship is proportional or not
(mathematical practice 8). Students will be required to develop models for real-world problems (mathematical practice 4) as well as reason through problems (mathematical practice 2). Instructional Strategy – Discussion Table: To sum up this lesson, I'll have students have a discussion table
on the matter: To determine if a relationship was proportionate or not, we need to look for a constant relationship. What do you think is the technical term for this constant relationship? In the next lesson, we will move toward identifying the proportionality constant, k and writing equations.
This summary activity is an advantage in this. I'm almost certain that no group will arrive with proportionality constantly, but it's fun to watch! I won't tell them if anyone gets it, tomorrow they'll just be vigilant tomorrow! Tomorrow!
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